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Title of proposal

2020/8741 - Western Victorian Transmission
Network Project

Section 1
Summary of your proposed action
1.1 Project industry type
Energy Generation and Supply (non-renewable)
1.2 Provide a detailed description of the proposed action, including all proposed activities

Overview:
Western Victoria is emerging as an important renewable energy generation region. The current energy network needs
upgrading to share this renewable energy with all Victorians. The Western Victoria Transmission Network Project (WVTNP)
will add a new link to the network making this possible.
The WVTNP will involve the construction of a new approximately 190km overhead electricity transmission line. Starting in
Bulgana in Victoria’s west, it will connect to Sydenham in Melbourne’s north-west, via a new terminal station to the north of
Ballarat by 2025.
This project will involve major economic investment in western Victoria, creating new jobs during and after construction, as
well as support Victoria's move towards a cleaner energy future – the Project will help to deliver affordable and clean energy
to Victorians.
Project Components:
The main components of the WVTNP are:
Construction and use of a new terminal station in North Sydenham (500kV high voltage).
Construction and use of a new terminal station (500kV high voltage) to the north of Ballarat.
Construction and use of approximately 115km of new overhead double circuit 220kV transmission line between the
new terminal station to the north of Ballarat and the existing Bulgana Terminal Station. It is anticipated that this will run parallel
in part with the existing Ballarat to Bulgana 220kV transmission line. The new 220kV transmission line is proposed to run
alongside and adjacent to the existing 220kV line between the Bulgana and Waubra Terminal Stations. The towers will be
positioned as close to the existing towers as allowed under the Electricity Safety (Electric Line Clearance) Regulations 2015.
Where possible, each tower will be positioned in step with the existing towers to maintain the same span distance between
towers to minimise environmental and social impacts.
Construction and use of approximately 75km of new overhead double circuit 500kV high voltage transmission line
between the new North Sydenham Terminal Station and the new terminal station to the north of Ballarat.
Construction of towers. The average tower height for 220kV and 500kV lines is 56m and 73m respectively
(Attachment A, Figure 1). The towers associated with 220kV and 500kV transmission lines are typically spaced between
450m-550m apart (Attachment A, Figure 2).
Upgrade works at the existing Bulgana Terminal Station: Installation of 220kV switchgear in the existing switchyard
and installation of equipment in control building. Installation of steel structure for cut-in of new lines from tower structure
(outside the Bulgana Terminal Station).
Upgrade works at the existing Ballarat Terminal Station: Extend control building, install new structures and modify
drainage within existing terminal station boundaries. Installation of 220kV switchgear in the existing switchyard and installation
of secondary and communication equipment in control building.
Upgrade works at the existing Elaine Terminal Station: Installation of 220kV permanent and temporary steel
structures, cut-in of No.2 Moorabool-Ballarat line outside the existing terminal station boundaries. Installation of steel structure
for cut-in of existing lines from tower structure. Installation of secondary and communication equipment in control building.
Ancillary activities include construction of access roads to transmission line tower locations.
Key Construction Activities:
Removal, destruction and lopping of native and non-native vegetation.
Construction and use of maintenance and/or construction access tracks. The access tracks will be approximately 4m
wide by 0.15m deep. The location of access tracks are yet to be determined however tracks will only be required for some
tower locations.
Construction of hard stand and laydown areas and excavation of foundations and form work. The tower foundations
and hardstand are approximately 50m by 50m (this includes the tower footprint and the hardstand adjacent to the tower). Each
tower requires four pile foundations between 4m and 18m deep and between 1.5m and 3m in diameter, depending upon local
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ground conditions. The laydown areas may be additional to land within the easement that is defined for operation and
maintenance activities.
Installation of towers and overhead powerlines and other ancillary electricity infrastructure. Construction of each
tower will take approximately two weeks using heavy machinery.
Construction of terminal stations and operations and maintenance buildings.
Construction and use of concrete batching plants (if required).
Construction and carrying out of earthworks to create bunds, mounds and landscaping.
Progressive rehabilitation of the sites and landscaping.
The Project is assessing whether there are suitable existing commercial quarry operations where construction material can
be sourced locally or regionally. The Project is also exploring whether borrow pits could be used to acquire some or all of the
material from private land near to the Project, while also avoiding and minimising impacts. If material cannot be sourced from
existing operations and there is a need to explore alternatives, permits and approvals required for establishing new
quarry/borrow sites or expanding existing sites within the Area of Interest (AOI) will be sought.
Key Operational Activities:
AusNet Services will build the new transmission line and terminal stations and then operate and maintain these over a 30year period.
Transmission line easements are required to enable the use (operation and maintenance) of transmission line
infrastructure. Easements will include all land required for ongoing maintenance and operations including access tracks.
The dimensions of the easements are designed to provide electrical clearances including maintaining a clearance of 4.6m
or 6.4m (220kV and 500kV respectively) from the lines to any object in any direction and a horizontal clearance of 14.8m or
28m (220kV and 500kV respectively) from the centreline to allow for sway in the line. These clearances are required under the
Electricity Safety (Electric Line Clearance) Regulations 2015.
Ownership of the land subject to the easement remains with the landowner. Grazing, cropping and other agricultural
practices can continue on the land in the easement underneath the transmission lines, however other uses may be restricted.
For a summary of the types of on-going land uses that can continue as well as those that are prohibited in an easement refer
to: https://www.ausnetservices.com.au/-/media/Files/AusNet/Residential-Electricity/Safety/A-guide-to-living-with-transmissionline-easements.ashx?la=en
To ensure the safety of landowners and the community, AusNet Services has statutory authority to enter the land for
ongoing operations and maintenance.
Terminal stations will contain electrical equipment, switchgear (circuit breaker, isolators etc), transformers and shunt
reactors, racks (for lines to land on) and buildings (to house secondary equipment) and will be remotely monitored from an offsite control room.
1.3 What is the extent and location of your proposed action?
See Appendix B
1.5 Provide a brief physical description of the property on which the proposed action will take place and the location of the
proposed action (e.g. proximity to major towns, or for off-shore actions, shortest distance to mainland)

The AOI (Attachment B) has been developed to assess and identify potentially viable corridors for new overhead
transmission lines between Sydenham in Melbourne’s north-west and Bulgana (north of Ararat) in Victoria’s west. Viable
transmission line corridors will be subject to more assessment to identify a preferred alignment for further assessment. From
the west, the AOI includes land north of and adjacent to the existing Bulgana-Waubra 220kV transmission line. From the
existing Waubra Terminal Station, the AOI widens to connect into a new terminal station to the north of Ballarat (investigation
area is shown on Attachment B). From the new terminal station to the north of Ballarat, a 500kV transmission line must run on
an east-west axis to a new North Sydenham Terminal Station, next to the existing Sydenham Terminal Station. Environmental
investigations, design and consultation are underway to identify a preferred corridor within the AOI.
1.6 What is the size of the proposed action area development footprint (or work area) including disturbance footprint and
avoidance footprint (if relevant)?

The total length of the AOI between Bulgana and Sydenham is approximately 190km. The length of the transmission line
alignment and development footprint will be calculated once a preferred corridor is selected.
Between the Bulgana and Waubra Terminal Stations, the new operational easement for the new 220kV transmission line is
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expected to be between 35m and 50m. Between Waubra Terminal Station and the new terminal station north of Ballarat,
the easement for the new 220kV transmission line is expected to be approximately 50m. The operational easement
associated with the 500kV transmission line is expected to be between 70m and up to 100m wide in sections.
A construction area that extends beyond the easement for the purpose of ongoing maintenance and operational activities
will be required for temporary laydown and access requirements. The dimension of construction footprints is provided under
Key Construction Activities in section 1.2.
1.7 Proposed action location

Other - The AOI is between Sydenham, in Melbourne’s north-west and Bulgana, in Victoria's west.
1.8 Primary jurisdiction
Victoria
1.9 Has the person proposing to take the action received any Australian Government grant funding to undertake this project?
N Yes
Y No
1.10 Is the proposed action subject to local government planning approval?
Y Yes
N No
1.10.1 Is there a local government area and council contact for the proposal?
Y Yes
N No
1.10.1.0 Council contact officer details
1.10.1.1 Name of relevant council contact officer

1.10.1.2 E-mail
1.10.1.3 Telephone Number

Pyrenees Shire Council. (The AOI intersects six local
government areas. For all Council contact details refer to
Attachment C)
pyrenees@pyrenees.vic.gov.au

1300 797 363
1.11 Provide an estimated start and estimated end date for the Start Date
02/10/2022
proposed action
End Date
02/10/2024
1.12 Provide details of the context, planning framework and state and/or local Government requirements

Victorian approvals required:
- Planning Scheme Amendments under Planning and Environment Act 1987
- Cultural Heritage Management Plans under Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006
- Consent under the Road Management Act 2004 from the coordinating road authority for works on, in or under a road
reserve
- Potential permit to remove protected flora on public land under Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
- Potential consent under Heritage Act 2017 to impact on any sites on the Victoria Heritage Register / the Victorian Heritage
Inventory and to impact on archaeological relics (non-Aboriginal archaeological relics more than 50 years old)
- Potential license under Water Act 1989 to construct, alter, operate or decommission works on, over or under a waterway,
to construct a bore or to extract groundwater
- Potential authorisation to relocate wildlife under Wildlife Act 1975
- Potential authorisation for a borrow pit including a work authority or Work Plan under Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990.
The Cultural Heritage Management Plan process has commenced for a small section of the AOI however no approval
applications have been lodged to date.
Planning Scheme Provisions:
The AOI is in the area of the Northern Grampians, Pyrenees, Ballarat, Hepburn, Moorabool, Melton, and Pyrenees Planning
Schemes. An assessment against the Planning Policy Framework of Victorian Planning Schemes indicates that the Project
supports:
- Clause 11–Settlement by responding to the needs of existing and future communities by providing required infrastructure
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and in providing diversity of choice and provision of efficiency in relation to energy supply.
- Clause 19 –Renewable energy by providing transmission infrastructure to support the growth of renewable energy in
western Victoria; to enable a more efficient sharing of energy across Victoria. The Project also supports Clause 17 - Economic
development.
- Objectives relating to protecting natural environments and resources, landscapes and amenity will continue to be
recognised as part of the assessment process and final design of the Project to minimise and mitigate/manage potential
impacts.
Relevant local policy objectives are contained in each Council’s Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS). The MSS objectives
relevant to the Project generally focus on needing to protect highly productive agricultural land use and the rural character of
each municipality. Most municipalities have objectives to protect significant landscapes and vistas, and the natural features of
the area including biodiversity. It is noted that the Shire of Moorabool has specific policies for future development of the
townships of Bacchus Marsh and Ballan.
Objectives supporting energy generation and infrastructure, particularly relating to renewable energy are included in
Northern Grampians and Ballarat Planning Schemes.
Most of the AOI for the 220kV transmission line is in the Farming Zone. Other zones in the 220kV AOI are Public
Conservation and Resource Zone (recognises areas of public recreation, conservation and open space), Rural Conservation
Zone (seeks to conserve natural environments), Rural Living Zone (provides for residential use in rural environments), Public
Use Zone 1 (recognises public land use for public utility, community services and facilities), Road Zone, Category 1 (identifies
arterial roads) and Township Zone (provides for residential development and other uses in small towns).
Overlays which intersect or are adjacent to the 220kV AOI include Environmental Significance Overlay (ensures
development is compatible with environmental values), Vegetation Protection Overlay (protects areas of significant
vegetation), Bushfire Management Overlay (identifies where bushfire is a hazard), Erosion Management Overlay (protects
areas prone to erosion and landslip or other land degradation processes), Floodway Overlay (identifies waterways at risk of
flooding), Land Subject to Inundation Overlay (ensures development maintains the free passage of floodwaters) and
Significant Landscape Overlay (identifies significant landscapes).
Most of the AOI for the 500kV transmission line is in the Farming Zone and Green Wedge Zone. Other zones within the
500kV AOI are Rural Conservation Zone, Special Use Zone, Rural Living Zone, Road Zone, Category 1 and Public Use Zone
4. For the alignment selection, residential zones within the AOI will be avoided.
Overlays which intersect or are adjacent to the AOI for the 500kV transmission line are the Significant Landscape Overlay,
Heritage Overlay (seeks to conserve and enhance heritage places of natural or cultural significance), Environmental
Significance Overlay, Design and Development Overlay (identifies requirements relating to design/built form), Bushfire
Management Overlay (identifies bushfire risk and mitigations that may be required) and Melbourne Airport Environs Overlay
(supports the ongoing operation of Melbourne Airport).
1.13 Describe any public consultation that has been, is being or will be undertaken, including with Indigenous stakeholders

AusNet Services is committed to engaging extensively with stakeholders and the community, in an open, inclusive,
accessible and timely manner through the planning and delivery of the WVTNP. The Project’s communications and
engagement objectives aim to:
Strengthen relationships with stakeholders to foster trust, awareness, and understanding of the Project
Develop and maintain a social licence to develop, construct and operate through best practice stakeholder
engagement
Increase awareness, understanding and support of the Project, including the process of design, approvals,
construction and operations
Minimise impacts to stakeholders by proactively mitigating potential impacts and provide timely responses to issues
via easily accessible communication channels
Facilitate genuine stakeholder and community input to minimise impacts, maximise benefits and meet commitments
made to the community.
AusNet Services acknowledges the scale and scope of the Project underline the importance of extensive consultation with
directly and indirectly affected stakeholders. Based on this, the following principles have been adopted – Understanding,
Openness, Respect and Responsiveness.
AusNet Services’ engagement and consultation strategy seeks stakeholder feedback, to identify issues and concerns and
draws on stakeholder input to assist in informing the Project design and potential construction methodology. Successful
coordination and integration of stakeholder and community engagement, planning and design is critical to successful Project
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outcomes.
Proposed consultation approach:
AusNet Services have commenced consultation with the community, landowners, occupiers, Councils and relevant
agencies. Communication and engagement activities will be tailored to suit the community and stakeholder preferences in the
Project area. The purpose of the engagement program is to provide timely and effective stakeholder participation to the
planning and design phase, specifically:
Raise awareness of the Project including promoting opportunities for feedback/comment
Provide clear and accessible avenues for providing feedback
Undertake engagement with key stakeholders on the area of interest and potential environmental and social impacts
Support social and economic development initiatives and foster Project advocates
Identify opportunities to maximise local community benefit
Facilitate stakeholder input and participation in statutory consultation periods
Stakeholder input will be sought via a range of channels such as an online engagement platform, using interactive feedback
tools, targeted briefings, information sessions and forums, surveys and questions and answers, targeted stakeholder group
engagement, one on one discussions, council advisory groups and community reference groups.
Key communication channels are website/online engagement platforms, telephone hotline and email, mailouts, static
displays and posters, print, radio and television advertising, geotargeted social media, Project videos and factsheets and
newsletters.
The Project website https://www.westvictnp.com.au/ has online engagement tools to allow stakeholders to access the latest
Project information and provide direct feedback to the Project team.
Considering the context of Covid-19, the engagement approach has been refined to increase online engagement activities
while ensuring extensive communication through traditional print and media. The safety, security and well-being of the
community and our staff is our top priority and we are following the directions of the Chief Health Officer of Victoria through the
State of Emergency for the global pandemic as well as AusNet Services company policies.
Consultation to date:
AusNet Services have commenced consultation with landowners and occupiers, and regulatory stakeholders including
DAWE, DELWP (Impact Assessment, Statutory Planning, Grampians and Port Phillip Regions), Councils, Aboriginal Victoria,
Heritage Victoria, Registered Aboriginal Parties, and other relevant agencies (Attachment D lists all engagement with
stakeholders to date).
Over 70 stakeholder briefings and meetings having occurred so far via video-conferencing during Covid-19 and six online
community information sessions were held in July 2020. Initial Project engagement activities with six Councils and agencies
have sought to build awareness and benefits of the Project and share the Project area (AOI) to gain local knowledge and
insights. In addition to informing decision-making, these insights help determine the best way to engage with their diverse
communities during Covid-19.
1.14 Describe any environmental impact assessments that have been or will be carried out under Commonwealth, State or
Territory legislation including relevant impacts of the project

The Project has been referred to the Victorian Minister for Planning under the Environment Effects Act 1978 to decide if an
EES is needed. Section 1.10 provides information about the other potential approvals required for the project.
1.15 Is this action part of a staged development (or a component of a larger project)?
N Yes
Y No
1.16 Is the proposed action related to other actions or proposals in the region?
N Yes
Y No
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Section 2
Matters of national environmental significance
2.1 Is the proposed action likely to have any direct or indirect impact on the values of any World Heritage properties?
N Yes
Y No
2.2 Is the proposed action likely to have any direct or indirect impact on the values of any National Heritage places?
N Yes
Y No
2.3 Is the proposed action likely to have any direct or indirect impact on the ecological character of a Ramsar wetland?
N Yes
Y No
2.4 Is the proposed action likely to have any direct or indirect impact on the members of any listed species or any threatened
ecological community, or their habitat?
Y Yes
N No

Species or threatened ecological community
Flora:
Biodiversity database searches for EPBC Act listed threatened species and Threatened Ecological Communities (TECs)
were conducted using modelled occurrence (EPBC Protected Matters Search Tool, DAWE 2020) (refer to Attachment E) and
historic records (Victorian Biodiversity Atlas, DELWP 2020). These searches identified 46 EPBC Act listed threatened flora
species and five TECs within or in close proximity to the AOI.
Based on an appraisal of records, 10 threatened flora species are considered to have a moderate to high potential to occur
within or directly surrounding the AOI (refer to Attachment F). The identified five TECs also have a moderate to high potential
to occur within or directly surrounding the AOI (refer to Attachment G).
Impact
A preliminary assessment has been conducted of the likelihood of EPBC listed flora species and communities being present
and potential for impacts, based on the scale of the Project and activities within the AOI. Attachments F and G presents the
outcomes of this preliminary assessment for flora species and TECs (respectively) with a moderate to high likelihood of
occurrence in the AOI.
While some impact to listed threatened species and TECs is likely to occur as a result of the scale of the Project, there is
significant capacity to avoid and minimise potential impacts to areas of high ecological value -there is capacity to avoid impact
to some habitats through the alignment selection, adopting ecologically-sensitive design and micro-siting during the
construction phase of the Project.
The magnitude of the impact to threatened flora species and TECs will be determined following field-based assessments to
verify presence, assess potential impacts and identify opportunities for potential impact mitigation.
Species or threatened ecological community
Fauna:
Biodiversity database searches for EPBC Act listed threatened fauna species were conducted using modelled occurrence
(EPBC Protected Matters Search Tool, DAWE 2020) (refer to Attachment E) and historic records (Victorian Biodiversity Atlas,
DELWP 2020). These searches identified 46 threatened fauna (excluding ocean-dwelling cetaceans, pelagic birds, and fish)
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within or in close proximity to the AOI.
Based on an appraisal of records and potential and known habitats in the area, eight threatened fauna species are
considered to have a moderate to high potential to occur within or directly surrounding the AOI. These species are: Curlew
Sandpiper, Swift Parrot, Australian Painted-snipe, Growling Grass Frog, Golden Sun Moth, Small Golden Moth, Spot-tailed
Quoll and Striped Legless Lizard. Refer to Attachment F.
Impact
A preliminary assessment of the likelihood of EPBC listed fauna being present and the potential for impacts has been
conducted based on the scale of the Project and activities within the AOI. Attachment F presents the outcomes of this
preliminary assessment. The magnitude of the impact to threatened fauna species will be determined following field-based
assessments to verify presence, assess potential impacts and identify opportunities for potential impact mitigation.
While the Project will employ practicable measures to avoid impacts (refer to section 4.1), potential impacts may include:
- Habitat loss: The AOI has largely been historically disturbed from its pre-European state for agriculture and few contiguous
habitat areas remain. It is anticipated that the Project may result in small scale habitat loss, however impacts can be avoided
or minimised through ecologically-sensitive design and micro-siting during construction. Where impacts cannot be avoided,
habitat loss may occur on the edges of existing habitat areas and on the edges of existing breaks (e.g. roads or other
powerline easements). It is expected that timbered land within any easement along the final route will be managed such that
logs and coarse woody debris will be regularly removed to manage fire risk. The Project will attempt to avoid and/or minimise
the loss of hollow-bearing tree habitat in forests and woodlands, and isolated paddock trees where possible.
- Habitat fragmentation: The Project has the potential to result in habitat fragmentation in specific areas where it intersects
areas of contiguous habitat and leave gaps that hinder natural dispersal of biodiversity. Areas where this impact may be
incurred include habitat links between the AOI and the Lerderderg State Park-Pyrete Range, the Parawan Creek and Brisbane
Ranges National Park, vegetated habitat corridors between Gordon and the Moorabool Reservoir and riparian habitat
corridors associated with Creswick Creek, Mount Greencock Creek and Greenhill Creek. Potential impact may also occur to
habitat corridors between Creswick Regional Park and Glen Park State Forest and vegetated areas surrounding Ben Major
Bushland Reserve. Vegetated roadside corridors provide important habitat corridors in agricultural areas devoid of other
vegetation. These areas may be impacted where works intersect road corridors.
- Potential for birds and bats to collide with stationary infrastructure: Birds and bats are at risk of in-flight collision with
stationary infrastructure, including towers, electricity lines and tall compound fences (DELWP 2017; Maloney, Lumsden,
Smales 2019) which may result in injury and/or mortality. Lighting may disorient birds at night increasing collision risk however
it is noted that towers will not have any lighting. Transmission lines can be difficult for some species to avoid, resulting in
fatalities - transmission lines pose a well-documented hazard for many species of large birds (DELWP 2017), particularly
those which travel between critical sites along flightpaths that are intersected by the transmission lines (e.g. migratory species
travelling between breeding and non-breeding areas). As suggested by Biosis (2016a), some larger bird species experience a
higher frequency of collisions with low voltage distribution power lines per powerline length than they do with larger, higher
voltage lines. Flight paths of relevant species will be considered during design and siting tasks. Some species may avoid the
infrastructure by large margins, resulting in loss of access to nearby habitats. Seasonal influences may also vary the suite of
species potentially impacted and the extent of those impacts during those seasons. Measures to minimise potential collision
impacts include ecologically sensitive design (e.g. high visibility line markers have previously proven to be highly successful
(Biosis 2016b)) and siting of towers to minimise impacts, micro-siting during construction and employing adaptive
management measures during construction and operation.
- Predation of native wildlife: Where the Project is in close proximity to forested and woodland areas that support native
fauna, the introduction of a newly cleared area and transmission towers as access and vantage points has potential to
increase the predation of native fauna. Options to mitigate the risk of increased predation will be further considered following
field assessments.
- Introduction and spread of weeds and pathogens: There is potential that machinery or materials that are required for the
Project may become contaminated and introduce or spread existing weed material or pathogens, such as Phytophthora
cinnamomic (die-back / root-rot). Weed and pathogen hygiene protocols will be employed to minimise the risks. Weed
establishment will be suppressed in areas of disturbed soil (e.g. revegetating with fast-growing species such as infertile
grasses that enable native vegetation succession).
2.4.2 Do you consider this impact to be significant?
Y Yes
N No
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2.5 Is the proposed action likely to have any direct or indirect impact on the members of any listed migratory species or their
habitat?
Y Yes
N No

Migratory species
Fifteen Migratory Birds were identified by the PMST as having the potential to occur within the AOI, including the Curlew
Sandpiper and Eastern Curlew, both listed as critically endangered; and the Red Knot, listed as endangered. Given the wide
range of habitats present within the AOI and the fact that the proposed transmission line extends for approximately190km, it is
considered likely that the majority, if not all identified migratory species, have potential to occur within the AOI utilizing
wetlands, riparian areas, and woodlands within the AOI for feeding and roosting.
A list of the Migratory species is contained in Attachment H.
Impact
The potential for the Project to impact on migratory species requires further assessment to confirm presence of species and
extent of populations. Direct impacts to wetland, riparian, and woodland habitats that the migratory species may use for
feeding and roosting will be avoided where possible through siting of the final alignment and towers away from these habitats.
The potential for the Project to impact on migratory species more widely as a result of bird collision with transmission lines is
being further investigated considering local and international research into this potential impact (e.g. Benardino et al. 2018).
The risks to migratory birds appear to be primarily through injury caused by collision with the transmission lines. Risks of
electrocution are lower for transmission lines considered here as compared to distribution lines due to the design and
operation of the high voltage transmission lines.
Mitigation options available to minimise potential collision impacts include siting of infrastructure away from breeding areas
such as wetlands and large areas of woodland and forests where possible and use of high visibility line markers in areas
where this is not achievable. With these measures being followed the exposure of migratory birds to collision risks will be
minimised and the ability of birds that are exposed to collision risks to avoid transmission lines will be enhanced. As such, it is
considered that significant impacts to migratory birds can be avoided.
2.5.2 Do you consider this impact to be significant?
N Yes
Y No
2.6 Is the proposed action to be undertaken in a marine environment (outside Commonwealth marine areas)?
N Yes
Y No
2.7 Is the proposed action likely to be taken on or near Commonwealth land?
N Yes
Y No
2.8 Is the proposed action taking place in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park?
N Yes
Y No
2.9 Is the proposed action likely to have any direct or indirect impact on a water resource from coal seam gas or large coal
mining development?
N Yes
Y No
2.10 Is the proposed action a nuclear action?
N Yes
Y No
2.11 Is the proposed action to be taken by a Commonwealth agency?
N Yes
Y No
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2.12 Is the proposed action to be undertaken in a Commonwealth Heritage place overseas?
N Yes
Y No
2.13 Is the proposed action likely to have any direct or indirect impact on any part of the environment in the Commonwealth
marine area?
N Yes
Y No
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Section 3
Description of the project area
3.1 Describe the flora and fauna relevant to the project area

Given the Project is a long linear project crossing three bioregions (refer to section 3.3), the flora and fauna species and
communities with potential to occur throughout the AOI vary widely. In general, the AOI comprises cleared agricultural areas
used for cropping and grazing and dominated by non-native vegetation. There are some areas of remnant vegetation
encompassing woodlands, forests, native grasslands, and scattered remnant trees within agricultural paddocks and these
environments form habitat for a variety of flora and fauna species, many of which are listed as threatened. Further
assessments are required to better understand the flora and fauna species and habitats that may be present along the
chosen alignment.
Desktop and field flora and fauna surveys are underway to identify the opportunities and constraints within the AOI and to
help narrow the area to a preferred corridor for further investigation.
3.2 Describe the hydrology relevant to the project area (including water flows)

There is a degree flexibility for the Project to site towers and the terminal station outside wetland areas, rivers, creeks and
drainage lines and for the line installation and ongoing operation of transmission lines to avoid these areas entirely.
Hydrological investigations are currently underway to identify the opportunities and constraints within the AOI and to help
inform corridors for further investigation. It is not expected that the Project will impact significantly on the hydrology along any
chosen corridor.
- AOI for 220kV alignment: The AOI traverses the catchments of the Moorabool River, Loddon River, Mount Emu Creek,
Avoca River and Wimmera River and crosses many smaller watercourses. The AOI intersects or is in close proximity (<100
m) to many unnamed wetlands (>100).
- AOI for 500kV alignment: The AOI traverses the catchments of the Maribyrnong River, Kororoit Creek, Werribee River
and Moorabool River and crosses many smaller watercourses.The AOI includes many mapped wetland areas (>100). It
contains or is in close proximity (<100m) to Lake Merrimu, Melton Reservoir, Pykes Creek Reservoir, Bostock Reservoir,
Gong Gong Reservoir, White Swan Reservoir, Newlyn Reservoir and many unnamed wetlands, though may not impact on
these wetlands depending on final design and construction.
- Area of Investigation for new terminal station to the north of Ballarat: The area of investigation for the new terminal station
to the north of Ballarat is partly within the catchment of the Moorabool and Loddon Rivers. There are 44 mapped wetlands
within the area of investigation, primarily on private property. Depending on the chosen location, there is potential that the
Project will impact on the mapped areas and values of wetlands (i.e. as feeding and breeding habitat for a range of
specialized fauna as well as flora habitat).
3.3 Describe the soil and vegetation characteristics relevant to the project area

Bioregions are a landscape-scale approach to classifying the environment using a range of attributes such as climate,
geomorphology, geology, soils and vegetation. The long linear project is located across three Victorian bioregions
(environment.vic.gov.au/biodiversity/bioregions-and-evc-benchmarks) outlined below.
Victorian Volcanic Plain (generally east of Bacchus Marsh and north and west of Creswick):
“The Victorian Volcanic Plain, located in west Victoria, is dominated by Cainozoic volcanic deposits. These deposits formed
an extensive flat to undulating basaltic plain with stony rises, old lava flows, numerous volcanic cones and old eruption points
and is dotted with shallow lakes both salt and freshwater. Numerous volcanic cones dot the landscape with scoria cones
being the most common (e.g. Mount Elephant, Mount Napier and Mount Noorat) although some basalt cones are present (e.
g. Mount Cottrell).
The soils are variable ranging from red friable earths and acidic texture contrast soils (Ferrosols and Kurosols) on the
higher fertile plain to scoraceous material, and support Plains Grassy Woodland and Plains Grassland ecosystems.
Calcareous sodic texture contrast soils grading to yellow acidic earths (Chromosols and Sodosols to Dermosols), on the
intermediate plain, and grey cracking clays (Vertosols) on the low plains, support Stony Knoll Shrubland, Plains Grassy
Woodland and Plains Grassy Wetland ecosystems.
On the stony rises (volcanic outcropping) the stony earths (Dermosols and Tenosols) support Stony Rises Herb-rich
Woodland, Basalt Shrubby Woodland and Herb-rich Foothill Forest ecosystems.”
Central Victorian Uplands (generally between Bacchus Marsh and Creswick):
“The Central Victorian Uplands, located in the central Victoria, is dominated by Lower Paleozoic deposits giving rise to
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dissected uplands at higher elevations, amongst granitic and sedimentary (with Tertiary colluvial aprons) terrain with
metamorphic and old volcanic rocks which have formed steeply sloped peaks and ridges. The less fertile hills support Grassy
Dry Forest and Heathy Dry Forest ecosystems. Herb-rich Foothill Forest and Shrubby Foothill Forest ecosystems dominate
on the more fertile outwash slopes. The granitic and sedimentary (with Tertiary colluvial aprons) terrain is dominated by
Grassy Woodlands much of which has been cleared. Lower lying valleys and plains are dominated by Valley Grassy Forest
and Plains Grassy Woodland ecosystems.”
Goldfields (at the north-western end of the Project area):
“Goldfields, located in central Victoria, is dominated by dissected uplands (predominantly a northerly aspect) of Lower
Palaeozoic deposits. Metamorphic rocks have formed steeply sloped peaks and ridges. A variety of relatively poor soils are
dominant with yellow, grey and brown texture contrast soils (Chromosols and Sodosols) and minor occurrences of friable
earths (Dermosols and Ferrosols).
Box Ironbark Forest, Heathy Dry Forest and Grassy Dry Forest ecosystems dominate the lower slopes or poorer soils. The
granitic and sedimentary (with Tertiary colluvial aprons) terrain is dominated by Grassy Woodlands much of which has been
cleared. Occasional low-lying corridors of alluvial valleys between the uplands are dominated by Low Rises Grassy
Woodland and Alluvial Terraces Herb-rich Woodland ecosystems.”
3.4 Describe any outstanding natural features and/or any other important or unique values relevant to the project area

Conservation and Recreation:
The AOI intersects or is within 10km of many areas of public land used for conservation or recreation purposes. These
areas have been avoided to the extent practicable. Where the AOI intersects these areas, the Project will seek to avoid
impacts through design and alignment selection. Sites of significance which intersect or are within 10km of the AOI include:
Organ Pipes National Park
Long Forest Nature Conservation Reserve
Lerderderg State Park
Wombat State Forest
Werribee Gorge State Park
Creswick Regional Park
Glen Park State Forest
Ben Major State Forest
Mount Cole State Forest
Pyrenees Range State Forest
Brisbane Ranges National Park
Joel Joel Nature Conservation Reserve
Lexton Nature Conservation Reserve.
Ecological Values of the AOI for 220kV alignment:
The AOI avoids the majority of significant ecological values present in the surrounding areas such as parks, major
waterways and large patches of native vegetation. In general, the AOI comprises cleared agricultural areas dominated by
non-native vegetation and livestock. Some ecological values are modelled to be present within the AOI, particularly in
conservation areas (such as those listed above). Further assessment is required to verify the presence and extent of values
present.
Areas that have highest potential for ecological values such as threatened communities and habitat for threatened species
are those with large intact areas of native vegetation that can support a range of threatened species. For a 220kV corridor in
the AOI, these areas are largely restricted to:
Areas of native forest and woodland in the vicinity of Lexton. Areas of forest in this area that may support threatened
species such as Ben Major Grevillea.
Areas of forest close to Creswick that have potential to support a range of threatened species.
Patches of woodland between Amphitheatre and Bulgana that have potential to support threatened woodland
communities and a range of threatened species.
Ecological Values of the AOI for 500kV alignment:
In general, the AOI comprises cleared agricultural areas dominated by non-native vegetation and livestock and it avoids
the majority of significant ecological values present in the surrounding areas such as parks, major waterways and large
patches of native vegetation. There are some ecological values considered likely to occur within the AOI, particularly in
conservation areas (such as those listed above).
Areas that have the highest potential for ecological values such as threatened communities and habitat for threatened
species are those areas with large intact areas of native vegetation or native grassland areas which are classified as
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endangered and can support a range of threatened species. For the 500kV transmission line AOI, these areas are largely
restricted to:
Native grasslands between Sydenham and Bacchus Marsh that have potential to comprise threatened communities
and habitat for a range of threatened species including Spiny Rice-flower, Golden Sun Moth and Striped Legless Lizard.
Areas within Long Forest east of Bacchus Marsh which support vegetation that can comprise threatened
communities and species such as Brittle Greenhood and Bacchus Marsh Wattle that are regionally restricted to this area.
These areas may also support migrating Swift Parrot.
Areas of forest adjacent to the Lerderderg State Park which have potential to support high quality native vegetation
that can support threatened species including the Swift Parrot.
Areas of forest near Moorabool Reservoir, with potential to support high quality native vegetation for threatened
species including Basalt Peppercress.
Through alignment selection and design the Project seeks to avoid areas of significance. There is a degree of flexibility for
the Project to site towers and the new terminal stations outside areas of known or potential sensitivity (such as wetland
areas, rivers, creeks and drainage lines).
Ramsar Wetlands:
The Port Phillip Bay (Western Shoreline) and Bellarine Peninsula Ramsar site is located within 10km of the AOI. Drainage
may indirectly connect from the AOI to this Ramsar site. No impact to water quality or flows to the Ramsar wetland is likely to
occur given transmission line towers can be located away from tributaries leading to the wetland and appropriate drainage
management controls and environmental management measures will be implemented to minimise the risk and potential
impact of erosion, sedimentation or fuel spills.
Investigation Area for new terminal station to the north of Ballarat:
The area of investigation does not include areas that are likely to be of significant ecological value such as parks, major
waterways and large patches of native vegetation. However, there is potential habitat for threatened communities and
threatened species. The extent to which these values may be present requires further assessment.
3.5 Describe the status of native vegetation relevant to the project area

The native vegetation present within the AOI varies widely in both extent and quality based on the brief field assessments
undertaken to date. The areas of native vegetation observed so far are mainly small fragmented patches along road
reserves, waterways and in private property, though some intact forests and woodlands are present in reserves, State forests
and private land, particularly near Creswick, Lexton and Bacchus Marsh. In general, the smaller isolated patches are
relatively degraded, with non-native plants forming the majority of the understory. Further assessments are required to better
understand the condition of native vegetation along a preferred alignment.
3.6 Describe the gradient (or depth range if action is to be taken in a marine area) relevant to the project area

The AOI is located across a range of topographical types including:
Relatively flat plains
Undulating plains
Elevated ridgelines and mountains
Volcanic cones
Valleys and gorges, including Werribee Gorge and Lerderderg Gorge
Granite outcrops.
3.7 Describe the current condition of the environment relevant to the project area

The current condition of the environment of the AOI is described throughout section 3, in particular sub-sections 3.4, 3.5
and 3.11. In general, the AOI comprises cleared agricultural areas used for cropping and grazing and dominated by nonnative vegetation. There are some areas of remnant vegetation encompassing woodlands, forests, native grasslands and
scattered remnant trees within agricultural paddocks and these environments form habitat for a variety of flora and fauna
species, many of which are listed as threatened. Further assessments are required to better understand the flora and fauna
species and habitats that may be present along the chosen alignment.
3.8 Describe any Commonwealth Heritage places or other places recognised as having heritage values relevant to the project

The following heritage registers were searched to determine the registered historical heritage places present within the
AOI:
-

Victorian Heritage Register under the Heritage Act 2017
Victorian Heritage Inventory under the Heritage Act 2017
Commonwealth Heritage List under the EPBC Act
National Heritage List under the EPBC Act
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-

Register of the National Estate
Heritage Overlays within relevant Planning Schemes.

No places within the Commonwealth Heritage List, National Heritage List or Register of the National Estate were recorded
within the AOI. The closest Commonwealth heritage places are located approximately 8km south east of the nearest point of
the AOI:
-

Officer’s Mess, RAAF Williams Laverton Base
Eastern Hangars and West Workshops Precincts, RAAF Williams Laverton Base.

The closest National heritage place to the AOI is the Eureka Stockade Gardens, located approximately 3.5km south west
of the closest part of the AOI.
The closest Commonwealth heritage places and National heritage places to the AOI could not be impacted by the Project
due to the effects of distance, topography, and existing vegetation and urban development.
The AOI contains places on the Victorian Heritage Register, Victorian Heritage Inventory and Heritage Overlays within the
relevant Planning Schemes.
In addition to the above, a submission is currently being prepared by a consortium of Councils in Central Victoria to
formulate a serial nomination of a collection of places related to the Victorian Goldfields for inscription in the UNESCO World
Heritage List. The preparation of the submission is in its early stages and the extent of the nomination is yet to be scoped. It
is likely that the nomination will consist of places already included in the Victorian Heritage Register, but at present no
decision has been made as to which places these might be.
3.9 Describe any Indigenous heritage values relevant to the project area

A search of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Register and Information System (ACHRIS), the online tool used to access the
Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register (VAHR) under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 was undertaken.
Aboriginal Places:
The VAHR search of the AOI revealed hundreds of registered Aboriginal places, including artefact scatters, low density
artefact distributions, scar trees, earth features, quarries and object collections.
Areas of Cultural Heritage Sensitivity (CHS):
The ACHRIS search highlighted that there are hundreds of areas of CHS within the AOI and that there are three types of
CHS:
Aboriginal places
Named waterways
Volcanic cones.
The Project will require several mandatory Cultural Heritage Management Plans (CHMPs) in accordance with the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 and the Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2018. The purpose of the CHMPs is to identify any
Aboriginal heritage values located within the Project area. The presence, nature and extent of Aboriginal heritage values
within the AOI will be confirmed as part of the CHMP process.
3.10 Describe the tenure of the action area (e.g. freehold, leasehold) relevant to the project area

Land within the action area is a mix of private and public, including roads and reserved and unreserved Crown land. The
AOI does not intersect with Commonwealth Land.
3.11 Describe any existing or any proposed uses relevant to the project area

Agriculture is the dominant land use across the AOI, with a significant amount of land used for livestock grazing and crop
production including plantations. Some of this agricultural land has been identified as strategic and is the subject of a current
study by DELWP.
The AOI is also located within 10km of significant areas of public open space used for protection of the natural environment
and for some outdoor recreation activities. The most significant such areas are listed in section 3.4. The AOI intersects a
number of townships and outer suburbs of Melbourne and Ballarat, including Hillside, Sydenham, Caroline Springs, Melton,
Bacchus Marsh, Ballan and Creswick. The townships generally consist of a civic/commercial core and are surrounded by
industrial and residential development. Multiple smaller townships, predominantly made up of residential development and
many areas of rural living, are located throughout the AOI. Within the Shires of Melton and Moorabool, land adjacent to the
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AOI is located in the Western Growth Area and is within the Urban Growth Zone. This land is earmarked for future urban
development. Within in the City of Ballarat, the AOI is also located adjacent to a future growth area. Siting the proposed
infrastructure within or adjacent to existing transmission line easements or within land adjacent to proposed road and rail
projects is being investigated to understand if it is technically viable and whether the associated environmental and social
impacts in these urban growth areas are acceptable.
Freeways and State Highways within the AOI include the Western Freeway, Calder Freeway, Melton Highway, Midland
Highway, Sunraysia Highway and Pyrenees Highway. The Area of Investigation crosses the Midland, Sunraysia and
Pyrenees Highways. The area also crosses the Melbourne – Bendigo, Melbourne – Ballarat and Ballarat – Maryborough
railway lines. As a design principle, crossing railway and roads will be avoided where possible.
There are four airports identified within 10km of the AOI as part of public data information - Melbourne Airport, Bacchus
Marsh Airfield, Ballarat Airport and a small privately-owned airfield in Melton. The corridor investigations will seek to avoid
and minimise potential impacts on these airports.
There are many quarries located throughout the AOI, including several large scale operations within the Bacchus Marsh
locality. Smaller quarries are scattered throughout the AOI.
Many reservoirs exist within or are located adjacent to the AOI, the larger ones being Bostock Reservoir, Merrimu
Reservoir, Moorabool Reservoir and White Swan Reservoir. Some of these reservoirs have picnic facilities within adjoining
open space which is available to the public.
The AOI includes the existing 220kV Horsham to Ballarat transmission line. The proposed 220kV line for the Project is
proposed to run alongside this line between the Waubra Terminal Station and the Bulgana Terminal Station within the Shires
of Northern Grampians and Pyrenees.
The 220kV Ballarat to Bendigo transmission line currently intersects the proposed location for the new terminal station to
the north of Ballarat, where the proposed 220kV and 500kV sections of the Project are proposed to connect.
The easternmost part of the AOI includes a proposed 500kV connection to the proposed North Sydenham Terminal Station
next to the existing Sydenham Terminal Station. The Sydenham Terminal Station currently includes 500kV transmission line
connections to the Moorabool, Keilor and South Morang Terminal Stations.
The AOI includes a potential corridor option for part of the 500kV transmission line to run alongside the existing 500kV
Sydenham to Moorabool lines, as outlined in section 1.2.
A number of terminal stations and utility scale substations exist within or within 10 km of the AOI which include, but are not
limited to Sydenham, Waubra, Ballarat, Elaine, Bulgana and Crowlands.
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Section 4
Measures to avoid or reduce impacts
4.1 Describe the measures you will undertake to avoid or reduce impact from your proposed action

AusNet Services is committed to avoiding environmental, cultural and social impacts in the first instance wherever possible,
through the application of an avoidance hierarchy through the design and construction phase. This has and is being
approached in the following ways:
Alignment options assessment: Through alignment selection and design, the Project will seek to avoid areas of significance.
An assessment of alternative transmission line corridors in the AOI is being undertaken to explore viable corridors (refer to
section 8). The alignment and the location of Project infrastructure will seek to exclude large areas with significant ecological
and heritage values and avoid sensitive land uses, including:
Public land reserved for conservation purposes including National Parks, State Parks and Nature Conservation
Reserves
Avoidance of residential zones and the urban growth area. Where planning scheme zones provide for sensitive land
uses such as Residential Zones, Public Use Zones for education and community purposes and the Public Conservation and
Resource Zone, these areas will be avoided.
Micro-siting: There is a degree of flexibility for the Project to site towers and the new terminal stations outside areas of
known or potential sensitivity (such as wetland areas, rivers, creeks and drainage lines). The environmental objective is to
avoid areas containing threatened species and ecological communities wherever possible through micro-siting of towers and
increasing span length to avoid sensitive areas.
Risk Assessment: An Environmental Risk Assessment to identify areas of greatest risk and to identify mitigation and
management measures to reduce risks to as low as reasonably practicable. As studies commence and progress, controls will
be further developed and targeted to minimise the risk levels identified.
Environmental Management and Mitigation measures: Prior to submitting the planning scheme amendment and other
approvals for the Project (refer to section 1.12), environmental management measures will be developed for construction and
operation to minimise impacts on flora, fauna and cultural heritage during construction and operation to the maximum extent
possible.
4.2 For matters protected by the EPBC Act that may be affected by the proposed action, describe the proposed environmental
outcomes to be achieved

As the Project progresses further in its design and investigations, opportunities to develop management measures to deliver
specific environmental outcomes will be investigated. An Environmental Management Framework and Construction
Environmental Management Plan will be developed and implemented. The Framework and Plan will include specific measures
to mitigate impacts on matters protected under the EPBC Act.
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Section 5
Conclusion on the likelihood of significant impacts
5.1 You indicated the below ticked items to be of significant impact and therefore you consider the action to be a controlled
action
N World Heritage properties
N National Heritage places
N Wetlands of international importance (declared Ramsar wetlands)
Y Listed threatened species or any threatened ecological community
N Listed migratory species
N Marine environment outside Commonwealth marine areas
N Protection of the environment from actions involving Commonwealth land
N Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
N A water resource, in relation to coal seam gas development and large coal mining development
N Protection of the environment from nuclear actions
N Protection of the environment from Commonwealth actions
N Commonwealth Heritage places overseas
N Commonwealth marine areas
5.2 If no significant matters are identified, provide the key reasons why you think the proposed action is not likely to have a
significant impact on a matter protected under the EPBC Act and therefore not a controlled action

Numerous MNES have been identified as having a moderate to high likelihood of occurrence in the AOI. The Project will
aim to apply measures to avoid and minimise potential impacts to these MNES to the greatest extent practicable. However, in
lieu of a more refined Project corridor, the extent of potential impacts to MNES is not able to be quantified. As such, further
works are required to establish whether a significant impact may be incurred by the Project.
Whilst some impacts to EPBC Act listed threatened species and communities are likely to occur as a result of the scale of
the Project, there is significant capacity to avoid and minimise potential impacts to MNES through siting of infrastructure.
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Section 6
Environmental record of the person proposing to take the action
6.1 Does the person taking the action have a satisfactory record of responsible environmental management? Explain in further
detail

AusNet Services has a combined Health, Safety, Environment and Quality Policy (refer to Attachment I).
AusNet Services is also accredited with BSI to the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System standard (and ISO 9001
– Quality and AS/NZS 4801 - Safety).
All environmental management at AusNet Services is detailed in the HSEQ Management System Manual.
6.2 Provide details of any past or present proceedings under a Commonwealth, State or Territory law for the protection of the
environment or the conservation and sustainable use of natural resources against either (a) the person proposing to take the
action or, (b) if a permit has been applied for in relation to the action – the person making the application

AusNet Services has no current or past proceedings against them under a Commonwealth, State or Territory law for the
protection of the environment or the conservation and sustainable use of natural resources.
6.3 If it is a corporation undertaking the action will the action be taken in accordance with the corporation’s environmental policy
and framework?
Y Yes
N No
6.3.1 If the person taking the action is a corporation, provide details of the corporation's environmental policy and planning
framework

AusNet Services has a combined Health, Safety, Environment and Quality Policy (refer Attachment I).
6.4 Has the person taking the action previously referred an action under the EPBC Act, or been responsible for undertaking an
action referred under the EPBC Act?
N Yes
Y No
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Section 7
Information sources
Reference source

Bernadino et al. 2018
Bird collisions with power lines: State of the art and priority areas for research
Biological Conservation
Reliability

Review of research into bid collisions with powerlines. High reliability.
Uncertainties

International review with only some Australian references.
Reference source

Biosis (2016a). Stockyard Hill Wind Farm Impact Assessment - Risks of Brolga collisions with external powerline. Report
for Origin Energy. Biosis Pty Ltd, Melbourne
Reliability

High reliability.
Uncertainties

Comparisons between differing infrastructure.
Reference source

Biosis (2016b). Stockyard Hill Wind Farm Bird & Bat Impact Assessment. Assessment to Accompany Application to
Amend. Planning Permit No. PL-SP/05/0548. Prepared for Origin Energy. Biosis Pty Ltd, Melbourne
Reliability

High reliability.
Uncertainties

None identified.
Reference source

DELWP (2017). Policy and planning guidelines - Development of wind energy facilities in Victoria. L. Department of
Environment, Water and Planning, Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria.
Reliability

High reliability.
Uncertainties

None identified.
Reference source

DELWP Vegetation modelling
(Accessible through http://maps.biodiversity.vic.gov.au)
Reliability

Modelled vegetation communities across Victoria including current extent and likely pre-European settlement vegetation
types. Moderate reliability.
Uncertainties

Vegetation types are modelled only and are subject to limited field verification. On ground conditions on extent and
vegetation type can vary from actual on ground conditions.
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Reference source

Fauna refences including:
Field Guide to the Birds of Australia (Pizzey and Knight 2012)
Reptiles and Amphibians of Australia (Cogger 2014)
Field Guide to the Mammals of Australia (Menkhorst and Knight 2004)
Birdlife Australia reports for Swift Parrot including pers. comm. With Chris Timewell
Reliability

Include habitat descriptions of fauna that have potential to occur in the AOI. High reliability.
Uncertainties

Not applicable.
Reference source

Flora of Victoria website
Reliability

Provides habitat descriptions for flora within the state of Victoria.
Uncertainties

Not Applicable.
Reference source

P.D. Moloney L.F. Lumsden and I. Smales (2019). Investigation of existing post-construction mortality monitoring at
Victorian wind farms to assess its utility in estimating mortality rates. 123 Brown Street, Heidelberg, Victoria 3084, Arthur
Rylah Institute for Environmental Research
Reliability

Moderate reliability.
Uncertainties

Comparisons between differing infrastructure.
Reference source

Protected Matters Search Tool
Reliability

Includes information on known and modelled extent of matters of national environmental significance. High reliability.
Uncertainties

Modelled data identifies potential only, not known occurrence.
Reference source

Victorian Biodiversity Atlas
(vba.dse.vic.gov.au)
Reliability

Locations of flora and fauna species within Victoria that is verified by DELWP scientists. High reliability.
Uncertainties

Locations are recorded with a degree of error, up to 1km. Point locations for mobile species can be misleading.
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Section 8
Proposed alternatives
Do you have any feasible alternatives to taking the proposed action?
No
Y Yes
8.0 Provide a description of the feasible alternative

An assessment of alternative transmission line corridors in the AOI is being undertaken to explore alignment options to
balance:
Minimising transmission line length and consequent cost to electricity consumers
Avoiding environmental and social impacts, and where these cannot be avoided, managing and minimising those
impacts.
The consideration of no expansion of the transmission network is not a feasible alternative as the current energy network
needs upgrading to more efficiently share renewable energy across Victoria, helping to unlock renewable resources in the
region and maximising the productivity of existing and new energy renewable generation assets.
Spatial analysis was used to examine planning and environmental opportunities and constraints to identify feasible corridor
options. Areas excluded from consideration are:
Where planning scheme zones provide for sensitive land uses such as Residential Zones, Public Use Zones for
education and community purposes and the Public Conservation and Resource Zone.
For ecological reasons, such as public land reserved for conservation purposes such as National Parks, State Parks
and Nature Conservation Reserves.
For heritage reasons, such as land within sites on the Victorian Heritage Register.
Urban areas of Melbourne’s Western Growth Area, Bacchus Marsh, Ballan, Gordon, Ballarat and Creswick and the public
land reserves comprising Lerderderg State Park, Wombat State Forest, Werribee Gorge State Park and Creswick Regional
Park will be avoided to the extent practicable. Whilst the AOI intersects with some of these areas, the Project will seek to avoid
impacts through design and alignment selection. In highly constrained areas where there are social and environmental
impacts, a balance must be found to minimise these impacts to the extent practicable.
The new 220kV transmission line is proposed to run alongside and adjacent to the existing 220kV line between the Bulgana
and Waubra Terminal Stations. The towers will be positioned as close to the existing towers as allowed under the Electricity
Safety (Electric Line Clearance) Regulations 2015. Where possible, each tower will be positioned in step with the existing
towers to maintain the same span distance between towers to minimise environmental and social impacts. The AOI between
the Bulgana and Waubra Terminal Stations allows for possible alignment variations to avoid localised constraints. From the
Waubra Terminal Station, the area broadens to connect to the north and southern extent of an investigation area for a new
terminal station, at a site to be determined, north of Ballarat. From this new terminal station, a 500kV transmission line will run
on a west-east axis to the new North Sydenham Terminal Station.
The alternative corridors for the proposed 220kV transmission line from the Waubra Terminal Station that connect to a new
terminal station north of Ballarat are:
A northern corridor that runs in a west-east direction north of and parallel to West Berry Road, north of the towns of
Allendale and Kingston, to the locality of Blampied to the new terminal station investigation area, north of Ballarat.
A southern corridor that runs to the south of Creswick Regional Park and the town of Creswick and north of Mount
Rowan and Miners Rest.
The proposed 500kV transmission line, between the new North Sydenham Terminal Station and the new terminal station to
the north of Ballarat, includes two broad corridors to the north and south of Melbourne’s Western Growth Area and the
Bacchus Marsh/ Ballan areas.
In the northern area, a corridor between the Lerderderg State Park and north of Bacchus Marsh is being investigated. In the
south, a corridor south of Werribee Gorge State Park, Bacchus Marsh, Maddingley and Bacchus Marsh Airfield.
Southern options need to head in a northerly direction to connect to the new North Sydenham Terminal Station. There are
four sub-options under consideration (these are the only options that avoid direct impacts to residential zones and the urban
growth area in the centre of this particular area of interest):
A corridor that follows the proposed Outer Metropolitan Ring Road (OMR/E6) and Railway alignment, which runs
through the Growth Area parallel with Plumpton Road and Troups Road South.
A corridor that partially uses the easement of the existing 500kV transmission line from Moorabool Terminal Station
to Sydenham Terminal Station.
A corridor that consists of rural land between Long Forest Nature Conservation Reserve and Melton.
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-

A corridor that consists of rural land between Long Forest Nature Conservation Reserve and Bacchus Marsh.

8.1 Select the relevant alternatives related to your proposed action
N Timeframes
Y Locations
N Activities
8.4 Provide a brief physical description of the property on which the alternative proposed action will take place and the project
location (e.g. Proximity to major towns, or for off-shore projects, shortest distance to mainland)

Alternative transmission line corridors and locations for the proposed terminal station to the north of Ballarat are within the
boundary of the AOI, as described in Section 3.11.
8.5 What is the size of the development footprint or work area of the alternative?

To be determined. The AOI is approximately 190km in length. Refer to Section1.6.
8.6 Describe the location

Other - The AOI extends from North Sydenham to Bulgana, in Western Victoria.
8.7 Is there a different local government area and council contact for the alternative?
N Yes
Y No
8.8 Provide details of the context, planning framework and State/Local Government requirements

Refer to section 1.12, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.9 Describe any public consultation that has been, is being or will be undertaken (including with Indigenous stakeholders)

Refer to section 1.13, as the AOI includes alternative alignment options.
8.10 Describe any environmental impact assessments that have been, is being or will be carried out under Commonwealth, State
or Territory legislation including relevant impacts of the project for the alternative

Refer to section 1.14, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.11 Is this action part of a staged development (or a component of a larger project)?
N Yes
Y No

8.12 Nominate any matters of National Environmental Significance that are likely to be impacted by this alternative proposal by
ticking the relevant checkboxes
Y Listed threatened species or any threatened ecological community
Y Listed migratory species
8.12.1 Provide further information on potential impacts of matters of environmental significance that you have nominated above

Refer to sections 2.4 – 2.5, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options. The potential for impact to listed
threatened species and ecological communities and listed migratory species is likely to remain regardless of the alignment
option, however the number of species potentially impacted and the likelihood and severity of impact will differ depending on
the alignment considered.
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8.13 Describe any impacts on the flora and fauna relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.1, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.14 Describe the hydrology relevant to the alternative proposal (including water flows)

Refer to section 3.2, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.15 Describe the soil and vegetation characteristics relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.3, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.16 Describe any outstanding natural features and/or unique values relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.4, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.17 Describe the remnant native vegetation relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.5, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.18 Describe the gradient (or depth range if action is to be taken in a marine area) relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.6, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.19 Describe the current state of the environment relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.7, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.20 Describe any Commonwealth Heritage places or other places recognised as having heritage values relevant to the
alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.8, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.21 Describe any Indigenous heritage values relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.9, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.22 Describe the tenure of the action area (e.g. freehold, leasehold) relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.10, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.23 Describe any existing or any proposed uses relevant to the alternative proposal

Refer to section 3.11, as the AOI includes the alternative alignment options.
8.25 Do you have another alternative?
N Yes
Y No
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Section 9
Person proposing the action
9.1.1 Is the person proposing the action a member of an organisation?
Y Yes
N No

Organisation
Organisation name
Business name
ABN
ACN
Business address

AUSNET TRANSMISSION GROUP PTY LTD
78079798173
L26, 2 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, 3006, Victoria,
Australia

Postal address
1300 735 328
Main Phone number
Fax
tara.horsnell@ausnetservices.com.au
Primary email address
Secondary email address
9.1.2 I qualify for exemption from fees under section 520(4C)(e)(v) of the EPBC Act because I am:
N Small business
Y Not applicable
9.1.2.2 I would like to apply for a waiver of full or partial fees under Schedule 1, 5.21A of the EPBC Regulations *
N Yes
Y No

9.1.3 Contact
First name
Last name
Job title
Phone
Mobile
Fax
Email
Primary address

Francisco
Vizcaino
Project Director
1300735328
francisco1.vizcaino@ausnetservices.com.au
L26, 2 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, 3006, Victoria,
Australia

Address

Declaration: Person proposing the action
Francisco Vizcaino
I, _________________________________________________________________________________________________,
declare that
to the best of my knowledge the information I have given on, or attached to the EPBC Act Referral is complete, current and
correct. I understand that giving false or misleading information is a serious offence. I declare that I am not taking the action on
behalf or for the benefit of any other person or entity.

28 July 2020
Signature: ................................................................ Date: ............
Francisco Vizcaino
I, _________________________________________________________________________________________________,
the person
Francisco Vizcaino
proposing the action, consent to the designation of _______________________________________
as the proponent for the
purposes of the action described in this EPBC Act Referral.
28 July 2020
Signature:................................................Date: ......................
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Proposed designated proponent
9.2.1 Is the proposed designated proponent a member of an organisation?
Y Yes
N No

Organisation
Organisation name
Business name
ABN
ACN
Business address

AUSNET TRANSMISSION GROUP PTY LTD
78079798173
L26, 2 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, 3006, Victoria,
Australia

Postal address
Main Phone number
Fax
Primary email address
Secondary email address

1300 735 328
francisco1.vizcaino@ausnetservices.com.au

9.2.2 Contact
First name
Last name
Job title
Phone
Mobile
Fax
Email
Primary address

Francisco
Vizcaino
Project Director
1300 735 328
francisco1.vizcaino@ausnetservices.com.au
L26, 2 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, 3006, Victoria,
Australia

Address

Declaration: Proposed Designated Proponent

Francisco Vizcaino
I, _________________________________________________________________________________________________,the
proposed designated proponent, consent to the designation of
myself as the proponent for the purposes of the action described in this EPBC Act Referral.

28 July 2020
Signature: ................................................................ Date: .......................................
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Referring party (person preparing the information)
9.3.1 Is the referring party (person preparing the information) a member of an organisation?
Y Yes
N No

Organisation
Organisation name
Business name
ABN
ACN
Business address

AUSNET TRANSMISSION GROUP PTY LTD
78079798173
L26, 2 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, 3006, Victoria,
Australia

Postal address
Main Phone number
Fax
Primary email address
Secondary email address

1300 735 328
tara.horsnell@ausnetservices.com.au

9.3.2 Contact
First name
Last name
Job title
Phone
Mobile
Fax
Email
Primary address

Tara
Horsnell
Planning and Environment Lead
1300 735 328
tara.horsnell@ausnetservices.com.au
L26, 2 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, 3006, Victoria,
Australia

Address

Declaration: Referring party (person preparing the information)

Tara Horsnell
I, _________________________________________________________________________________________________,
declare that
to the best of my knowledge the information I have given on, or attached to this EPBC Act Referral is complete, current and
correct. I understand that giving false or misleading information is a serious offence.

28 July 2020
Signature: ................................................................ Date: .......................................
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Appendix A
Attachment
Document Type
action_area_images
action_area_images
localgov_approval_consent
localgov_approval_consent
public_consultation_reports
supporting_tech_reports
supporting_tech_reports
supporting_tech_reports
supporting_tech_reports
corp_env_policy_docs

Appendix B
Coordinates
Area 1
-37.348777184476,144.02763961539
-37.348814754799,144.02796009611
-37.348907264923,144.02882871557
-37.349315444203,144.03297678843
-37.349351277498,144.0333410126
-37.349361192459,144.0333453488
-37.351749064526,144.0344110363
-37.356478710601,144.03652205671
-37.356842210153,144.03668430713
-37.367094165606,144.04123737972
-37.367233757187,144.04128422631
-37.367283316879,144.04129438168
-37.380792104229,144.0432989618
-37.381014432266,144.04345144209
-37.382435657177,144.04342350754
-37.383856973724,144.04340437521
-37.385278347658,144.04339404492
-37.385581838257,144.04339371956
-37.386699744758,144.04339251983
-37.388121129862,144.04339979862
-37.389542468725,144.04341588223
-37.390963726193,144.04344077046
-37.392384867116,144.04347446425
-37.393805857217,144.04351696113
-37.395226662253,144.04356826316
-37.396647246142,144.04362836789
-37.398067575512,144.04369727399
-37.399487615194,144.04377498126
-37.400907330913,144.04386148836
-37.402326686585,144.04395679397
-37.403745649715,144.04406089449
-37.405164183326,144.04417378974
-37.406582254015,144.04429547611
-37.407999827495,144.04442595227
-37.409416867659,144.04456521463
-37.410833341108,144.04471326072
-37.412249212639,144.04487008808
-37.413664447931,144.04503569197
-37.415079011769,144.04521006881
-37.416492870747,144.04539321612
-37.417905988736,144.04558512918

File Name
Attachment A - Indicative tower heights and spans.pdf
Attachment B - Area of
Interest_WVTNP_WR102_AoI_Overview.pdf
Attachment C - Council Contact Officers.pdf
Attachment C - Council Contacts.pdf
Attachment D - Stakeholder engagement overview.pdf
Attachment E - EPBC Act Protected Matters Report.pdf
Attachment F - EPBC Act listed threatened species.pdf
Attachment G - EPBC listed TECs with potential to occur
within the AOI.pdf
Attachment H - EPBC Act listed Migratory species.pdf
Attachment I - AusNet HSEQ Policy.pdf
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-37.419318332318,144.04578580437
-37.420729867153,144.04599523584
-37.422140557125,144.04621342112
-37.423550369684,144.0464403532
-37.4249592687,144.04667602848
-37.426367220728,144.04692044109
-37.42777419142,144.04717358515
-37.429180145532,144.04743545593
-37.430585049605,144.04770604641
-37.431988868393,144.04798535186
-37.433391567521,144.04827336414
-37.434793113543,144.04857007848
-37.436193472081,144.04887548674
-37.437592607863,144.04918958192
-37.438990486528,144.04951235814
-37.440387075494,144.04984380721
-37.441782339475,144.05018392101
-37.443176244096,144.05053269251
-37.444568755869,144.05089011354
-37.445959840396,144.05125617482
-37.447349463294,144.05163086932
-37.448737591954,144.05201418659
-37.45012419019,144.05240611962
-37.451509225388,144.05280665796
-37.452892664052,144.05321579344
-37.454274470854,144.0536335145
-37.455654613204,144.05405981408
-37.457033056672,144.05449468061
-37.458409767737,144.05493810364
-37.459784712876,144.05539007271
-37.461157857671,144.05585057851
-37.462529169481,144.05631960832
-37.463898613893,144.05679715393
-37.465266157352,144.0572832015
-37.466631766326,144.05777774056
-37.467995409067,144.05828075835
-37.469357049348,144.05879224557
-37.470716655407,144.05931218832
-37.472074194591,144.05984057385
-37.473429632451,144.06037739056
-37.474782935429,144.0609226257
-37.475473097846,144.06125373862
-37.476160677194,144.06159320824
-37.476845609178,144.06194100389
-37.477527830396,144.06229709374
-37.478207276515,144.0626614426
-37.478883884128,144.06303401864
-37.479557590695,144.06341478548
-37.480228331896,144.06380371018
-37.480896046071,144.06420075408
-37.481560670684,144.06460588194
-37.482222144081,144.06501905623
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-37.482880402787,144.06544023718
-37.483535386938,144.06586938611
-37.484187034869,144.06630646433
-37.484835284887,144.06675142979
-37.485480077108,144.06720424152
-37.48612135163,144.06766485629
-37.486759047676,144.06813323427
-37.487393106217,144.06860932881
-37.488023467349,144.06909309667
-37.488650072959,144.06958449343
-37.489272864017,144.07008347246
-37.489891782393,144.07058998705
-37.490506769963,144.07110399167
-37.491117769471,144.07162543623
-37.491724723685,144.07215427402
-37.492327575348,144.07269045493
-37.492926269002,144.07323392885
-37.493520749191,144.07378464563
-37.494110958638,144.0743425529
-37.494696842787,144.07490760049
-37.495278347047,144.07547973372
-37.495855417751,144.07605890129
-37.496427999399,144.07664504736
-37.49699604011,144.07723811835
-37.497559485283,144.0778380584
-37.49811828302,144.07844481164
-37.498672380514,144.07905832106
-37.499221726767,144.07967853076
-37.499766268963,144.0803053826
-37.500305957873,144.08093881611
-37.5008407425,144.08157877537
-37.501370572697,144.08222519767
-37.501895398343,144.08287802367
-37.50241517021,144.08353719288
-37.502929841771,144.08420264478
-37.503439361964,144.08487431438
-37.503943685165,144.08555214114
-37.504442763932,144.08623606226
-37.504936550798,144.08692601155
-37.505425000123,144.08762192619
-37.505908066253,144.08832374109
-37.506385703533,144.08903139115
-37.506857868093,144.08974480899
-37.507324514272,144.09046392836
-37.507785600012,144.09118868297
-37.508241081439,144.09191900429
-37.508690916479,144.09265482376
-37.509135062169,144.09339607395
-37.509573477322,144.09414268401
-37.51000612167,144.09489458534
-37.510432953129,144.09565170709
-37.510853933217,144.09641397837
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-37.511269021654,144.09718132829
-37.511678179961,144.09795368595
-37.512081370538,144.09873097703
-37.512478554006,144.09951313062
-37.512869694579,144.10030007351
-37.513254754659,144.10109173135
-37.513633699361,144.10188803092
-37.514006492885,144.10268889672
-37.514373099447,144.10349425549
-37.514733485936,144.10430402946
-37.515087618375,144.10511814533
-37.515435462754,144.10593652532
-37.515776986883,144.10675909386
-37.516112159468,144.10758577423
-37.516440948306,144.10841648861
-37.51676332299,144.10925115799
-37.517079253139,144.11008970677
-37.517388710144,144.1109320548
-37.51769166361,144.1117781242
-37.517988086734,144.11262783478
-37.518277950026,144.11348110866
-37.51856122758,144.11433786448
-37.518837892596,144.11519802206
-37.519107919188,144.11606150231
-37.519371281454,144.11692822389
-37.519627955287,144.11779810429
-37.519877917511,144.11867106437
-37.520121143113,144.11954702052
-37.520357610714,144.12042589245
-37.520587297109,144.12130759649
-37.520810181816,144.12219205121
-37.521026242535,144.12307917293
-37.521235460573,144.12396887792
-37.521437815463,144.12486108588
-37.521633288492,144.12575570968
-37.521821860998,144.12665266898
-37.522003516076,144.12755187663
-37.522178236862,144.12845325112
-37.522346005562,144.12935670646
-37.522506808006,144.13026215883
-37.523976233316,144.1351350755
-37.525438734457,144.14001136766
-37.526894307334,144.14489102066
-37.528342947839,144.14977401756
-37.529784650991,144.15466034483
-37.531219410874,144.15954998443
-37.532647224297,144.16444292052
-37.534068085383,144.16933913959
-37.535481990028,144.17423862353
-37.536888934151,144.17914135767
-37.53828891186,144.18404732507
-37.539681919981,144.188956511
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-37.541067953526,144.19386889852
-37.542447007522,144.19878447293
-37.543819076988,144.20370321725
-37.54518415875,144.20862511563
-37.546542247844,144.21355015337
-37.547893340194,144.21847831347
-37.549237429932,144.22340958009
-37.550574513895,144.22834393735
-37.551904588014,144.23328136827
-37.553227647337,144.2382218581
-37.554543686904,144.24316539099
-37.555852703562,144.24811195103
-37.557154693244,144.25306152009
-37.558449650113,144.25801408457
-37.559737571008,144.26296962628
-37.561018451897,144.26792813161
-37.562292287821,144.27288958241
-37.563559074748,144.27785396389
-37.564818809533,144.28282125902
-37.566071487238,144.28779145188
-37.567317102922,144.29276452546
-37.568555654369,144.29774046607
-37.569787136636,144.30271925554
-37.571011545696,144.30770087794
-37.572228876624,144.31268531736
-37.573439127199,144.31767255784
-37.574642292501,144.32266258346
-37.575838368506,144.32765537715
-37.5770273512,144.33265092296
-37.578209237465,144.33764920381
-37.579384022402,144.34265020603
-37.580551702886,144.34765391024
-37.581712275819,144.35266030162
-37.582865735395,144.35766936424
-37.584012079417,144.36268108209
-37.585151302974,144.36769543697
-37.588042369386,144.3874508469
-37.590936562643,144.40720628814
-37.593833881267,144.4269617606
-37.596734325578,144.44671726306
-37.599637895908,144.46647279656
-37.602544591683,144.486228361
-37.605454412335,144.50598395743
-37.608367359084,144.52573958348
-37.611283430468,144.54549524134
-37.614202626818,144.5652509309
-37.617124948459,144.58500665095
-37.620050394826,144.60476240138
-37.622978965357,144.62451818438
-37.623664682057,144.62719751766
-37.624356893814,144.62987423345
-37.625055593518,144.63254830862
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-37.625760775853,144.63521971662
-37.626472434611,144.63788843316
-37.627190561789,144.64055443511
-37.627915151176,144.64321769592
-37.628646197474,144.64587819242
-37.629383691774,144.64853589806
-37.630127628785,144.65119079081
-37.630878001405,144.65384284412
-37.631634802541,144.65649203481
-37.632398024196,144.65913833745
-37.633167661081,144.66178172773
-37.633943706107,144.66442218134
-37.634726150384,144.66705967398
-37.635514987729,144.66969418132
-37.636310211057,144.67232567904
-37.637111813284,144.67495414169
-37.637919785535,144.67757954722
-37.638734121626,144.68020186902
-37.639554814485,144.68282108389
-37.640381855236,144.68543716751
-37.641215236802,144.68805009439
-37.642054951223,144.6906598436
-37.64290099142,144.69326638739
-37.64375334853,144.69586970368
-37.644612016389,144.6984697681
-37.645476985229,144.70106655518
-37.646348248895,144.70366004281
-37.647225797624,144.70625020664
-37.648109624356,144.70883702116
-37.648999720238,144.71142046426
-37.649896077312,144.71400051045
-37.650798687628,144.71657713647
-37.651707543234,144.71915031794
-37.652622634383,144.72172003275
-37.653543953124,144.72428625536
-37.654471492414,144.72684896252
-37.655405241606,144.72940812982
-37.656345192762,144.73196373514
-37.657291337937,144.73451575294
-37.658243668293,144.73706415993
-37.659202174096,144.73960893397
-37.663095800676,144.74370720919
-37.679317605974,144.75689091758
-37.679397645228,144.75683335928
-37.679615342552,144.75666635292
-37.679829195418,144.75649166003
-37.680039033778,144.75630942056
-37.680244688503,144.75611978356
-37.680445994971,144.75592289804
-37.680642793083,144.75571892321
-37.680834923645,144.75550801942
-37.681022233797,144.75529036062
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-37.681204573377,144.75506611735
-37.681381794944,144.75483547034
-37.681553758278,144.75459860485
-37.681720324965,144.7543557084
-37.681881361122,144.75410697986
-37.68203673826,144.75385261352
-37.682186331525,144.75359281729
-37.682330021466,144.75332779566
-37.682467692255,144.75305776445
-37.682599234376,144.75278293835
-37.682724542825,144.75250353655
-37.682843515315,144.75221978392
-37.682956058578,144.75193190757
-37.68306208116,144.75164014027
-37.683161497911,144.75134471252
-37.683254230906,144.7510458616
-37.683340204033,144.75074382931
-37.683419349286,144.75043885404
-37.683491603183,144.75013118324
-37.683556907651,144.7498210632
-37.683615211826,144.74950874021
-37.683666465758,144.7491944662
-37.683710631216,144.74887849308
-37.683747670872,144.74856107276
-37.683777556415,144.74824246053
-37.683800264049,144.74792291279
-37.683815774477,144.74760268365
-37.683824076524,144.74728203061
-37.683825161715,144.74696120889
-37.683819031501,144.74664047935
-37.683805688222,144.74632009604
-37.68378514504,144.74600031523
-37.683757416023,144.74568139548
-37.683722526047,144.74536359075
-37.683698358762,144.74517498241
-37.683561522494,144.74416154054
-37.683559083501,144.74414347531
-37.683487514789,144.74361343624
-37.683409283679,144.74303408249
-37.683408055853,144.74302498701
-37.683390208501,144.74289725467
-37.683341077304,144.74258244673
-37.683284885043,144.74226951356
-37.683221677332,144.74195870792
-37.68315150248,144.74165027915
-37.683074418699,144.74134447203
-37.682990487816,144.74104153358
-37.68289977615,144.74074170515
-37.682802357232,144.74044522802
-37.682698309091,144.74015233897
-37.682587713356,144.73986327246
-37.68247066157,144.73957826293
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-37.682347245256,144.73929753459
-37.68221756315,144.7390213139
-37.682081721191,144.73874982276
-37.681939826209,144.73848327852
-37.681791994038,144.7382218951
-37.681638340499,144.7379658796
-37.681478990427,144.73771544022
-37.681314071339,144.73747077494
-37.681143714358,144.73723208287
-37.680968056892,144.73699955174
-37.680787239955,144.7367733704
-37.680601408147,144.7365537186
-37.680410709663,144.7363407727
-37.680215298094,144.73613470332
-37.680015329718,144.73593567431
-37.67981096531,144.73574384607
-37.679602367438,144.73555937333
-37.679389704055,144.73538240399
-37.679173143997,144.73521307573
-37.679155023234,144.73519938727
-37.679148196278,144.73519424486
-37.678926883975,144.73502745681
-37.678535995335,144.73473288057
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-37.004275132163,142.99635478413
-37.004276611666,142.99704551626
-37.004285245727,142.99773616632
-37.004301032431,142.99842662102
-37.004323969796,142.99911676261
-37.004354054129,142.99980647898
-37.004391278966,143.0004956536
-37.004435638761,143.00118417105
-37.004487127094,143.00187191705
-37.004545734858,143.00255877851
-37.004611451074,143.00324463789
-37.004684266662,143.00392938323
-37.262363636779,143.54086072617
-37.263110636574,143.54185891596
-37.263852350347,143.54286326836
-37.264588744042,143.54387373775
-37.265319787249,143.54489028182
-37.266045446824,143.54591285606
-37.266765692331,143.5469414159
-37.267480490617,143.54797591568
-37.268189812145,143.5490163108
-37.268893623778,143.55006255672
-37.269591896855,143.55111460655
-37.27028460004,143.5521724157
-37.270971702875,143.55323593732
-37.271653175812,143.55430512564
-37.272328988394,143.55537993378
-37.272999111951,143.55646031371
-37.273663516053,143.55754622079
-37.274322172018,143.55863760584
-37.274975052095,143.55973442191
-37.275622126716,143.56083662094
-37.276263367218,143.56194415487
-37.276898746738,143.56305697559
-37.277528236614,143.564175035
-37.27815180996,143.56529828274
-37.27876943903,143.56642667181
-37.279381096038,143.56756015185
-37.279986755932,143.56869867468
-37.280586391802,143.56984218765
-37.281179976822,143.57099064485
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-37.281767484973,143.57214399248
-37.282348891208,143.57330218234
-37.282924169551,143.57446516399
-37.283493294915,143.57563288584
-37.28405624313,143.57680529741
-37.284612988211,143.57798234711
-37.285163506879,143.5791639833
-37.285707774954,143.58035015436
-37.286245768271,143.58154080978
-37.286777463543,143.58273589677
-37.287302836593,143.5839353637
-37.287821865926,143.5851391566
-37.28833452827,143.58634722381
-37.288840801258,143.58755951364
-37.289340662484,143.58877597101
-37.289834090497,143.58999654532
-37.290321062881,143.59122118036
-37.290801559091,143.59244982551
-37.291275557615,143.59368242452
-37.291743038786,143.5949189245
-37.292203980234,143.59615927259
-37.292658364072,143.59740341359
-37.293106167907,143.59865129239
-37.293547374782,143.59990285603
-37.293981963197,143.60115804821
-37.294409915299,143.602416816
-37.29483121228,143.60367910193
-37.295245835389,143.60494485304
-37.295653766738,143.60621401299
-37.296054988455,143.60748652653
-37.296449482656,143.60876233731
-37.296837232373,143.61004139007
-37.29721821974,143.61132362957
-37.29759243047,143.61260899822
-37.297959845799,143.61389744081
-37.298320450572,143.61518890202
-37.298674228693,143.61648332318
-37.299021165009,143.61778064897
-37.299361244343,143.61908082182
-37.29969445245,143.62038378639
-37.300020773242,143.621689484
-37.300340193378,143.62299785929
-37.300652698578,143.62430885351
-37.30095827548,143.62562240906
-37.301256909848,143.62693847057
-37.301548590099,143.62825697814
-37.301833302892,143.62957787525
-37.302111034858,143.63090110314
-37.302381774475,143.6322266064
-37.302645510157,143.63355432397
-37.302902230374,143.63488419931
-37.303151923582,143.63621617473
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-37.303394578218,143.63755019029
-37.30363018546,143.63888618939
-37.303858732846,143.64022411211
-37.304080212463,143.64156390182
-37.304294612741,143.64290549743
-37.304501925758,143.64424884121
-37.304702140891,143.64559387542
-37.304895251085,143.6469405389
-37.305081247536,143.64828877505
-37.305260120504,143.64963852386
-37.305431863868,143.6509897264
-37.305596469707,143.65234232378
-37.305753930994,143.65369625595
-37.305904239811,143.65505146401
-37.306047390951,143.656407889
-37.306183376503,143.65776547202
-37.306312192139,143.65912415184
-37.306433831769,143.66048387066
-37.306548289281,143.66184456839
-37.306655560367,143.66320618493
-37.306755640734,143.66456866132
-37.306848525191,143.66593193858
-37.306934210328,143.66729595546
-37.30701269186,143.66866065299
-37.307083966393,143.67002597104
-37.307148030562,143.67139185175
-37.307204881856,143.6727582327
-37.307254518702,143.67412505489
-37.307296937732,143.67549225929
-37.307332137368,143.67685978576
-37.340532219393,143.97427254072
-37.341040888665,143.97888367625
-37.341229149893,143.97980967439
-37.341424375176,143.98073341082
-37.341626548535,143.98165480248
-37.341835650387,143.98257376632
-37.342051662983,143.98349022269
-37.342274566755,143.98440408967
-37.342504342138,143.98531528535
-37.342575304836,143.98558771818
-37.342602624881,143.98569260244
-37.342618471879,143.98575344264
-37.342740968675,143.98622372896
-37.342984425914,143.98712933972
-37.343234690701,143.98803203689
-37.343359941221,143.98847042005
-37.343495624189,143.98973138506
-37.344129126902,143.99528853648
-37.344184040291,143.9957703143
-37.344632127579,143.99968477507
-37.344823108685,144.00136504285
-37.344885155739,144.00196665579
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-37.345055585767,144.00346593291
-37.345159213096,144.00437731806
-37.345541291272,144.00771416812
-37.345594977124,144.00819321369
-37.345658806391,144.00848535809
-37.345730832394,144.00870781628
-37.34580346214,144.00888044328
-37.345944936375,144.0091389998
-37.346095584431,144.00932381764
-37.346794800167,144.01007828331
-37.347251669213,144.01052096574
-37.347467577392,144.01081846502
-37.347624778467,144.01108743702
-37.34777669858,144.01142605819
-37.347867225715,144.01176548013
-37.347925843241,144.01213460946
-37.348016678939,144.01286407259
-37.34819383995,144.01448785753
-37.348639200654,144.01835303097
-37.348656074382,144.01850987883
-37.348829595239,144.02012788916
-37.34916703654,144.02312487705
-37.349258138886,144.02389647687
-37.349270692629,144.02435777355
-37.349262261574,144.02475708629
-37.349201025239,144.02513510791
-37.349053346472,144.0257929056
-37.348957612226,144.02621931806
-37.348917873603,144.02640523964
-37.348879349692,144.02658544372
-37.348807926498,144.02691958922
-37.348766036993,144.0273081632
-37.348777184476,144.02763961539
Area 2
-37.568405650842,143.92304214329
-37.568871105893,143.92227401945
-37.568511989219,143.91889847721
-37.566186524224,143.91928535783
-37.566621480314,143.92332879192
-37.568405650842,143.92304214329
Area 3
-37.734144836417,144.01132832444
-37.733883164788,144.0111201133
-37.733633890159,144.0109217677
-37.732447904523,144.00997811145
-37.731217140737,144.00899886485
-37.731013292905,144.00883667866
-37.730724795994,144.00860714634
-37.730134765569,144.00974329672
-37.729393816076,144.01117002027
-37.729125298032,144.01168704567
-37.728577479694,144.01274183218
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-37.728458015227,144.01297184811
-37.728508648066,144.01297622888
-37.729888556733,144.01309560944
-37.733188095106,144.0133810849
-37.733318006536,144.01339232491
-37.733989366336,144.01171643458
-37.734135503253,144.01135162387
-37.734144836417,144.01132832444

